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Ref. No... Date

To
The Principal
Chandidas Mahavidyalaya
Khujutipara
Birbhum

Dated- 20.06.2022

Subiect: Submission of Feedback Analvsis Reports 2021-2022 for Action

Dear Sir,

This year the IQAC has collected feedbacks from the students, alumni, parents, employers and faculty

members on a) teaching-learning performance of the faculty members, b) efficacy of the syllabus, c)

academic ambience & discipline, d) infrastructural and institutional facilities extended to the

students and the employees. This year we also took feedback on syllabus. You are also informed that

Hons departments collected feedback on syllabus and you will be intimated in due time.

After data (through the structured questionnaire) processing, reports on the issues were generated

You are requested to convey the students' opinion on teaching-learning performance to the individual

teacher. For other reports, you are to take necessary steps.

This is for your intimation and necessary action.

Thanks and regards

Enclosed
a) Copy ofthe reports
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Stakeholders Issues

Teaching-
learning

Well-disciplined and

student-friendly
campus

Overall infrastructural
facilities

Quality of the
students in the

market

Students Yes Yes

Alumni Yes

Faculties Yes

Parents Yes

Employers Yes
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2021-2022

Feedback from the Students on College's Infrastructural facilities

Feedback from the students are taken by the IQAC on the College's Infrastructural facilities created

and maintained by the institution grievance redressal. It is found from the feedback that the level of
satisfaction is encouraging. Total (10) ten questions are asked and one hundred and thirry (130) have

taken part in it.

The glimpses of their responses are as follows:

Question Academic
ambience

Quality of
fumiture

Conditions of
smart of room

etc

Availability of
library books

College
discipline

Satisfaction
Ievel in
percentage

98Yo 90" 940 88% 91Vo

Question

Canteen
facilities

Basic facilities
like safe

drinking water
etc

Recreational
facilities

Like sports and
games etc

Disabled
friendly toilet

Grievance
redressal

Satisfaction
level in
percentaqe

88% 90"/" 88o/o 880h 88%
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Overall Feedback by the students on institutional Infrastructural Facility:2017-202t
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Academic ambience

Qualityfurniture etc
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Condition of smart classroom

Availability of boolcs in library
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Maintenance of discipline within the campus

Canteen Facility
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Basic facilities like clean and safe drinking water, toilets etc
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Sports and games facility
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Di s abled friendly atmosphere

Grievance Redressal System
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